
Bourne: How do line changes happen?
And why do they sometimes go wrong?

 133 By Justin Bourne (/author/justin-bourne/) Sep 19, 2019

I set out to write this piece on line changes with a few explicit goals, one
of which is ensuring that you know that I don’t mean to condescend to
you with this. I’ll admit, it sounds bad, right? “For my next piece, I’m
going to explain how to tie skates.”

I know you know how line changes work. Well, you know roughly,
anyway. But I feel comfortable writing about this even with the risk of
sounding condescending because of that “roughly” qualifier. Because
frankly, hockey players know how line changes work too, and …
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… this still happens. A lot. The waters can get muddy.

The closest thing I can find to a team-by-team listing of too many men
penalties, or as the World’s Greatest Chyron Ever labeled it (with the
perfect man for it in the penalty box, Gary Roberts) …

… is NHL.com’s bench minor tally. Given the infrequency with which
refs hand out bench penalties, I feel comfortable using that as a rough
ballpark for too many men penalties.

Last season, four teams finished with 15 bench minors (Minnesota,
Nashville, Colorado and the Rangers), which was reasonably close to
double that of the league average. That means over 82 games they’re
handing the opposing team enough free power plays to concede about
four extra goals a year (and about two more than your league average
team), which could potentially cost a team a win or two over the course of
a season. With playoff point races as tight as they are come April, line
changes matter.

How is it that something like 200-plus times per season hockey teams
mess up something so simple? These line changes happen dozens of times
each period, are executed by well-paid professionals with well-paid
coaches, and yet it seems impossible to avoid at least a few goof-ups a
season. Where are things going wrong?

Well, we’re gonna talk about that. Let’s start with the basics of how
changes happen, then get into the when and why before addressing the
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potential glitches in the system.

How teams change lines
This article is primarily about forwards. Not because it’s not also about D,
but because most of the risk has been squeezed out of D-man changes. If
a defenseman takes a too many men penalty, someone, and likely multiple
someones, done messed up pretty bad. There’s less of them too, and in
general, their whole experience with line changes (pair changes?) is much
more manageable.

We’ll keep things simple and start by looking at the bench. “Simple” is
the obvious rule of thumb when considering how your bench should be
laid out. The farther from your net that your team messes up the better. If
your goalie messes up, that’s a goal against, and that’s as close to your net
as an error can get. If your D-man falls on a rush against, that’s a
breakaway – a pretty significant problem. If your forward screws up the
forecheck rotation, well … OK. The other team completes its first
breakout pass. They still have to successfully complete about 19 more
things to turn that into a goal. Therefore, you want to prioritize your
players starting from a good defensive position.

What that means is you want your D-men changes to be as easy as
possible and as close to your net as possible to avoid the big breakdown.
So whichever end you’re defending, that’s the side of the bench at which
the D-men change.
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That leaves the forwards using the far gate, but the whole “using the gate”
thing is an issue in itself. There are often three bodies coming into the
elevated bench on a change and three more going on. It can be chaos,
cluttered and players often need to jump RIGHT into the action. There’s
no time or space to go single file through the door like pee wee players
while the guys waiting to get into the bench lean patiently on the boards
(or worse, try to get in before guys get out).

This is why forwards jump the boards onto the ice. They can spread out
so wholesale changes aren’t an issue, leap closer to wherever the action is
and avoid the clutter of the gate-based traffic jam.

That means that players change in through the gate – the execution
necessary for a successful off-ice exit is far less exacting. Once skaters are
within 10 feet they’re basically deemed off the ice anyway, and you
certainly don’t want skate blades coming flying in at eye-height (meaning
jumping in the bench isn’t a great idea).

A full bench is configured like such, with the most rested-and-ready
forwards in the middle:
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Defensemen do change in and out of the gate, however, so they just head
to the back of the D-line (the middle of the bench) when their shifts end.
Having just four bodies changing there at once makes gate-use an option.
Plus, on-ice D changes are easier to anticipate given the on-ice distance
they have to travel to get to the bench, which limits traffic jams.

Forwards work the opposite. You scooch on down the bench as guys come
off until you’re in front of the coach, which also serves the coaches well
because the freshest forwards are usually in front of them.

A few things happen here:

Forwards who are not playing much often sit at the end of the bench and
don’t slide to the front of the coach. They may be told to take up
residence at Bench End Pines, or they may just get the hint and move
there to accommodate their teammates.

Also, some forwards just prefer to stay at the end of the bench out of the
constant shuffling (it does get annoying when you’re gassed), which
means a team has to get familiar with that guy’s consistent whereabouts.
It’s annoying for everyone (and some teams won’t allow it at all), but some
just guys gotta be That Guy, y’know?

It also means some guys who want to play more will strategically position
themselves in front of the coach outside of the natural order as often as
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they can. This is more common than you’d think (they want their coach
to believe they’re a fresh option, or just want their coach to think of them
as an option before anyone else). There are lots of ways to “oopsie” find
yourself there (maybe the water bottle you “really want” is down that way,
then you sit after getting it?), and once there, it surprisingly effective at
getting your name called sooner. The game moves fast and coaches are
human – sometimes the guys in their direct line of sight just get auto-
called.

Back to our diagram:

Now, what happens next is what matters, as the things I mentioned are
just the general layout of every bench on every team.

As a player, you’re listening. That’s what matters. You’re watching the
game, sure, and you’re getting fluids and you’re talking with your
linemates as necessary, but mostly, you’re listening for your coach like a
baby bird listening for its momma’s chirp.

Most teams have one coach running the D and another running the
forwards (usually the head coach). The head coach will only tell the D
coach who to play when he wants something outside the normal game
plan (or in the dying minutes and other big moments). He may also just
want to say something like: “Is it just me or does D-man X look awful so
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far?” He’ll just want to know if the D coach is seeing the same things. But
for the most part, the head coach isn’t the guy deciding which defenders
go over the boards in-game. I specify “in-game” as he may have dictated
his wants pre-game.

The head coach is mostly focused on which forward names to call out
next, or more specifically, which center’s name. That’s what you’re
listening for as a forward. “Smitty, you’re up,” “Smitty you’re next”
“Smitty you guys are going,” or whatever. If Smitty is your center, you’re
up too. From there, the players on the bench take an action that seems
straight out of minor hockey: They call out their change, obvious as it
may be to everyone, even in Game 37, 47 and 63, even if it’s the same as
their change has been all year.

“I got Johnny,” “I got Wheels,” “I got Mickey,” and so on. It probably
sounds unnecessary, but I thought this was an interesting excerpt from the
book “Atomic Habits” by James Clear (https://jamesclear.com/atomic-
habits) about the idea (and value of ) of “pointing and calling.”
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THE JAPANESE RAILWAY SYSTEM IS
REGARDED AS ONE OF THE BEST IN THE
WORLD. IF YOU EVER FIND YOURSELF RIDING A
TRAIN IN TOKYO, YOU’LL NOTICE THAT THE
CONDUCTORS HAVE A PECULIAR HABIT. AS
EACH OPERATOR RUNS THE TRAIN, THEY
PROCEED THROUGH A RITUAL OF POINTING AT
DIFFERENT OBJECTS AND CALLING OUT
COMMANDS. WHEN THE TRAIN APPROACHES A
SIGNAL, THE OPERATOR WILL POINT AT IT AND
SAY, “SIGNAL IS GREEN.” AS THE TRAIN PULLS
INTO AND OUT OF EACH STATION, THE
OPERATOR WILL POINT AT THE SPEEDOMETER
AND CALL OUT THE EXACT SPEED. WHEN IT’S
TIME TO LEAVE, THE OPERATOR WILL POINT
AT THE TIMETABLE AND STATE THE TIME. OUT
ON THE PLATFORM, OTHER EMPLOYEES ARE
PERFORMING SIMILAR ACTIONS. BEFORE EACH
TRAIN DEPARTS, STAFF MEMBERS WILL POINT
ALONG THE EDGE OF THE PLATFORM AND
DECLARE, “ALL CLEAR!” EVERY DETAIL IS
IDENTIFIED, POINTED AT, AND NAMED ALOUD.

THIS PROCESS, KNOWN AS POINTING AND
CALLING, IS A SAFETY SYSTEM DESIGNED TO
REDUCE MISTAKES. IT SEEMS SILLY, BUT IT
WORKS). POINTING AND CALLING REDUCES
ERRORS BY UP TO 85 PERCENT AND CUTS
ACCIDENTS BY 30 PERCENT
(HTTPS://WWW.JAPANTIMES.CO.JP
/NEWS/2008/10/21/REFERENCE/JR-GESTURES
/#WVIG49MVZUL.). THE MTA SUBWAY SYSTEM
IN NEW YORK CITY ADOPTED A MODIFIED
VERSION THAT IS “POINT-ONLY” AN “WITHIN
TWO YEARS OF IMPLEMENTATION, INCIDENTS
OF INCORRECTLY BERTHED SUBWAYS FELL 57
PERCENT
(HTTPS://WWW.ATLASOBSCURA.COM
/ARTICLES/POINTING-AND-CALLING-JAPAN-
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TRAINS).”

It’s error reduction via simple means. As the guy on the bench, once your
line has been called, it’s as simple as that – you call your change and wait.
It makes you and everyone else aware of what’s coming next. You’re just
looking for your guy hitting the figurative off-switch and skating toward
the bench to get that leg up to get ready to go over.

That part all sounds nice and easy, and it is. Still, there are some
complications. I’m going to get to those in just a second. First, let’s talk
about when players change, which provides another predictive cue for
those waiting to hop on.

When do players change?
I think this is an area the newer fan may find confusing that just … isn’t.
See, hockey isn’t like other sports, not in the slightest when it comes to
player substitution. That’s because hockey is unfortunately comparable to
the worst type of distance running on earth: the 800 meters … I guess
“dash?” (The death hustle? The 800-meter moral defeater?)

In football, you’re operating in a series of sprints. Rest, MAX EFFORT,
rest, MAX EFFORT and so on. It’s the 100-meter on repeat. Basketball
is closer to distance running, where there’s at least some pacing involved.
There are times when you push past people and GO, of course, but there
are also times within the race where you can be in your own version of
cruise control. Baseball … baseball is also a sport.

But yeah, hockey is that awful middle distance where you can’t really rest
within the race (sometimes the play has you less busy, but that’s rarely
your call) so you kind of have to sprint everywhere But that sprint lasts
way, way too long. Imagine if you extended the 800-meter dash to 1000,
and started another comparable runner at the 800-meter mark against the
guy who just finished 800. Guess who’s winning the final 200. The fresh
guy is crushing the guy who’s otherwise his equal. To keep that metaphor
going, in hockey, you’re looking to get off the ice around 500-600 meters
in, before fresh opponents can get out there and crush you, even those
who aren’t your equal.
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In hockey, where strength and speed drops hard as you lose your wind and
legs, a bad player can dominate a good player whose tank’s on E.

Hockey forwards have come to accept that the ideal shift length is
somewhere around 43-52 seconds (changing too often means you’re not
in the action enough), which means that from about 30 seconds on,
barring being in the midst of a play, it’s time to start looking for exit
ramps off the highway. Time – after that 30-second mark or so – is
another clue for the players on the bench to stand up and get serious
again.

As a forward, you want to change with the play going the right way
(heading toward, or already inside the offensive zone). Leaving your team
outmanned with the puck inside or entering your zone is a potential
disaster. The reality is that when defending, a tired body is better than an
absent one.

There are times, of course, when a player is just so tired you’ll take the
fresh legs over the opportunity to defend with even numbers, but that’s
just a decision the player has to make based on the circumstances of any
given shift. Change going the wrong way too often, though, and you’ll
inspire questions from your staff and teammates about your priorities:
team or self ? That’s because often there’s a chance to go on a rush 35 or
40 seconds into a shift – if you go for it and take that chance to pick up
some offense, you’re likely looking at a shift length that’ll leave you gassed
and unable to help when the play starts going the other way. That means
putting your next teammate at a disadvantage. Most would agree that a
fresh player can jump on and still be a part of an offensive rush, too. (It
would be fun to track which players leave their teammates going which
way with regularity. There are undeniably certain players who, when you
change for them, you find yourself rushing back to start each shift in your
own zone.)

Another rule of thumb is that you want to change with your linemates
when possible. The coaches have laid out line combinations for a reason.
One guy staying out 20 seconds beyond his linemates can muddle up the
next series of lines going over the boards. Boiled down, if you think you’re
fresh enough for one more rush, but both your linemates change, it’s time
to get off.
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All these little things are considerations that go into the decision of when
to change.

Complications
We’ve looked at how a bench is arranged and how players know who’s
going next. We’ve looked at how they try to minimize mid-change
confusion, and when players come off the rink. All told, none of that
seems overly difficult or at least doesn’t for players who’ve been doing it
for years and years.

There are some other items to consider though.

Some coaches always want the centermen of any given line on the ice f irst
when a forward line goes on. That’s for several reasons. One is just that
having a fresh center on the ice – remember, he’s the guy who spends his
D-zone time down low– gives you the best chance at preventing chances
against. In the D-zone, centers become defenseman No. 3. If only a
winger could get off the ice for a change, and a fresh center goes for him,
he can bail out the tired center and play low in the D-zone (with the tired
center reading that and slotting in for the winger in the D-zone),
presumably doing a better job of getting the play going back the right
way. If a team ices the puck, they’d then have two center options on the
draw, and one who’s fresh. It goes back to wanting errors as far from the
net as possible. Getting a fresh center on the ice first should help the D
keep problems away from the net, no matter what else unfolds.

What that means is, if I’m the RW, and the on-ice RW is heading to the
bench as the first change amongst his linemates, the center says “I got
him” or whatever and goes, which means my change as the RW is now
the center. That’s not overly hard, but it’s certainly another wrinkle.
(Most of these things only look hard when a whack of changes happen at
once, but really, each guy just has one responsibility )

Another complication comes from a systems-play standpoint. Meaning
that if the opposing team has or is getting the puck, whichever player
jumps on the ice first fills the lane farthest from the bench in every system
I’ve ever seen. That allows the defensive team to set up its structure
quickest (particularly thinking of neutral zone forechecks here) and
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eliminates any free passes into their zone. Imagine if a forward line
changed after a dump-in and the first guy on the ice stayed in the lane
closest to the bench. Guess where the opposing breakout is gonna waltz
up the ice? Correct, the far lane. You’d prefer to steer the play towards the
lane where you know you’ve got teammates.

Let’s say the far lane would be that of the left winger, and the on-ice left
and right wingers are coming for a change, with the on-ice right winger
changing first. The on-bench wingers can quickly communicate with each
another that the left winger should go first just so they can take care of
that far lane, while also avoiding having to switch later in the shift. If this
doesn’t happen, things will be hunky-dory and all, it’s just another
variable that can complicate a change.

Yet another difficulty comes after special teams. Most top power-play
units are assembled from multiple lines of players. This is when a coach
really has his work cut out for him. If a power play expires and players
from the top PP unit come off, the coach is almost always missing guys
off his top two (or three?) lines. That means he can either go with his

(James Guillory-USA TODAY Sports)
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fourth line to settle things again, but that’s not an ideal plan over 82
games. There’s a lot of minutes to be had there and there are usually
better non-PP bodies from the top two lines sitting in wait. Since
assembling a fill-in next line can get muddled here, a coach can’t just call a
center’s name as he normally would. That coach will have to specify the
three players names and positions in those instances, consisting of
hopefully the best amalgamation of rested/good/positional fits possible,
that also leaves a good, whole line to follow up next.

Something similar happens after a penalty, where top lines are missing
players who are gassed after the PK, meaning other low-line players are
asked to sub in. This is where coaches have to layout pre-game plans and
make adjustments based on injuries and in-game performance. Who’s
playing with whom now? (This is inevitably where the coach cobbles
some line of scraps together, someone calls back with panic “Mac’s skate
blade is broken!” as a change is happening and the nearest live body gets
thrown over the boards in some random unfamiliar position.)

It’s also worth mentioning that it can be loud out there, and games are
rarely predictable, so listening becomes even more crucial. The in-game
experience is a living, breathing animal that requires constant attention.
Players get injured and need to miss shifts, equipment malfunctions or
breaks and some guys get caught out on marathon shifts and need longer
rests. Even with all that, sometimes two names just sound the same, as I
know from my college days with “Bourne” and “Corrin” and “Tassone.”
(Fortunately, I couldn’t miss my center’s name call, as “Kronschnabel” is
reasonably distinct.)

This all brings me to the most common ways too many men penalties
happen:

Muddled communication. “I thought you called my name” headlines the
list.

Line of scrimmage audibles. This happens when a coach calls a line and
a player gets it stuck in his head that he’s going next and stops listening.
Then the coach goes “actually Player X, you’re going instead” and that
first guy misses that important tidbit. Then two wingers change for the
same guy.
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What did you think of this story?

MEH SOLID AWESOME

Line matching. Another complication that I didn’t mention above. If it’s
been told to one line that they’re matching an opposing line, listening
becomes key. “Smitty, your line’s going unless Crosby’s line goes. If they
do, it’s Jonesy’s line.” You need all six guys on those two lines aware of
what’s happening. Then you really need people talking on the bench for
the “if, then” changes.

Non-changes. Often a teammate will pull up looking tired, skate to the
bench to change and a player on the bench will jump on, focused on the
play. Then the on-ice player will have that play come back at them and
they’ll re-engage. That’s when you get guys diving back into the bench as
they realize someone went on and nobody came off.

But even with all these things, it comes down to this simplicity: The coach
calls out the guys who go next, the players call out who they’re changing
for, and it’s not really all that difficult.

There are times on the bench, where, I’ll admit it, it’s almost
embarrassing calling out your change. Everyone knows you’re the right
winger changing for the right winger. You’ve called that same guy’s name
hundreds of times during the season. But at the same time, it’s not hard
to do, and you never know when it’s going to clarify something for
someone else. Line changes are a huge part of the game and a HUGE
part of coaching, yet they rarely get much attention. Getting this part of
the game right can go a long way over the course of a full hockey season.

(Top photo: Len Redkoles/NHLI via Getty Images)
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David P. Sep 19, 3:50pm

Line changes should be reviewable. Refs are WAY to lenient on line changes in
regards to too many men on the ice. Yet a skate that is a half inch over the blue
line on an inconsequential play can result in a goal being called back. A team can
have 6 attackers on the ice and score but the play is not reviewable. Makes zero
sense.

4

Hitomi N. Sep 19, 5:05pm

Refs are WAY too lenient on line changes in overtime too. I've
seen many cases where the guy coming on the ice to defend is already at
the defensive face off circles before the tired player is getting back to the
bench. Even though he's not technically engaged with the puck carrier until
the tired player gets off, you bet he's affecting game play before he's
supposed to be.

61

Sarah K. Sep 19, 6:24pm

Reviewing line changes? Hell no.

26

Alexandre C. Sep 19, 7:37pm

good lord no, do you have any idea how much that would tank
viewability? Literally hundreds of line changes happen every game

16

Alan F. Sep 19, 7:43pm

I think you're right in that refs are super lenient when it comes to changes.
At the same time, I'd rather see a fast game than a perfectly fair one, so
video review? Please no never not that.

Jamie H. Sep 19, 9:35pm

@David P. 

@David P. 

@David P. 
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